
Prepping Bluefaced Leicesters for show –  
advice from assorted breeders on getting your BFLs show ready 
 
 
 
From Joan Chapin: 
 
Don’t  rinse too often, or your fleece will qualify as dead, according to some 
judges. The fleece needs to be dry in the show ring, so you have to gauge your 
wetting.  I have washed with a bit of soap where the fleece looks less than white 
around the edges.  
 
You have to plan your shearing for the length the fleece will be by show time. I 
found that 6 months of growth was good for May showing...so shearing at 
Rhinebeck time (October).  Or if you are not showing until later in the summer, 
plan ahead for that. I like to get two shearings a year, but for handspinning, you 
want length, and how much length you can live with.  Depends on what your 
priorities are.  You have to know how your sheep fleeces grow.  
  
Dirty legs and up underneath the fleece up the hind legs are unsightly in the show 
ring, so you might want to really wash with soap and water and a brush up under 
the fleece at the body. Always shear the belly so that you get the right amount of 
height on the side view.  Some folks do a cut off straight at the belly line, but I 
liked a smooth transition to the belly.  And trim the neckline to be symmetrical 
and clean. If you have longer wool on the tail, trim it so that the fleece does not 
stick out and make the topline look rounded and weak. 
 
  
From Margaret Van Camp: 
 
Our procedure begins a month (at most) to two weeks (at least) before the show 
with a cold water rinse. This is done with an open-end hose, no pressure at all. 
Run water over the back and sides, concentrating on getting the dirt off of the 
outside, but not disturbing the inner fleece. We do not touch or agitate the fleece 
with our hands. This rinse lasts about 6-10 minutes. I may stop in the middle and 
allow the dirt to get softened, then resume the rinse.  At the end, encourage the 
sheep to shake by rinsing his head with water.  We do not wash or use soap, 



except on very dirty areas of the britch. Even there, we prefer to trim as much as 
possible rather than wash the fleece with soap. We like to leave the inner fleece 
undisturbed to leave as much lanolin as possible in the locks. This is a good time 
to trim the feet because the hooves will be nice and soft.  
 
We then place the sheep in a clean dry area (grassy paddock in the sun is best, 
but a clean bedded pen works as well) until the wool is fairly dry, usually about 24 
hours, depending on the weather. Then the sheep is allowed to re-join the flock. 
Yes, a bit of dirt will accumulate before the show, but in most cases, they stay 
pretty darn clean. This, of course, is dependent upon the facilities at the individual 
farm.  We do the rinse well before the show to allow some of the natural lanolin 
to come back into the fleece.  
 
At the show (and not before), we put the sheep up on the fitting stand and do the 
final trim. Before trimming, we dampen the fleece with a spray bottle of water 
mixed with a few ounces of Bay Rum to soften the tips. As mentioned by others, 
we trim the sides straight along the bottom from front leg to back leg, and clean 
up around the front and rear shanks and the dock areas. If there is adequate 
length, we take off the “crispy” tips along the sides where the judge is going to 
check the fleece.  Using an electric trimmer, we trim around the neck to make the 
line between skin and fleece smooth. If the legs need any last minute attention 
due to manure stains, we take care of it now. Most of the time, the sheep is up on 
the stand for less than 15 minutes.  
 
That’s pretty much it, other than making sure the sheep is halter trained and de-
sensitized to having its legs and body handled. This is very important, by the way, 
and too often overlooked. Your animal will show much better if not being dragged 
or dragging you around the ring. 
 
From Lisa Rodenfels: 
 
Rinse the sheep with plain water, and let them dry in a clean, well bedded pen 
ahead of time.  The fitting consists mainly of trimming along the belly line and 
neckline to smooth things up - maybe a little shaping around the brisket and 
britch area.    The fleece length depends on the show venue, with a wool festival 
more likely to be judged more heavily on wool quality and quantity.    
 


